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One- and Two-Photon Induced Photochemistry of Fe(CO)5: Insights
from Coupled Cluster Response Theory

Abstract: We present here the first comprehensive study of the

techniques which show that the formation of the photoproducts of

one- and two-photon absorption of Fe(CO)5 utilising a hierarchy

some metal carbonyls can occur on a femtosecond (fs)

of linear- and quadratic-response coupled cluster (LR- and QR-

timescale.[8-14] Indeed, the relatively simple structures of such

CC) methodologies to provide an in-depth characterisation, as

transition metal carbonyls belie complex photodissociation

well as potential energy curves for axial and equatorial bond

dynamics, including evidence of emerging Jahn-Teller induced

dissociations, highlighting the state crossings leading from the

phenomena in both the early and latter stages of their

bright 1A2” state through to the dissociative 1E’ state. We have

photodissociation mechanisms.[13-18] In parallel with the

characterised a range of MLCT and LF states that are in

development

agreement with both previous studies and experiment, including

methodologies such as time-dependent density functional theory

the identification of a series of E’ states that present Rydberg

(TD-DFT), coupled cluster (CC) theory,[19] multi-configurational

character in the 5.9-7.2 eV region. Due to the rapid excited state

complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) and

dissociation of Fe(CO)5 through the low lying 1E’ and 2E” ligand-

complete active space second order perturbation (CASPT2)

field states, we have also included an LR-CCSD analysis of the

theories[20-24] have all successfully been applied to the analysis

major dissociative product, Fe(CO)4. Analysis of the C2v geometry

of

of Fe(CO)4 reveals four accessible ligand field states at 1.085,

approaches now allow for a rich interpretation of the detailed

1.684, 1.958, and 2.504 eV respectively, reinforcing the highly

coupled multi-state photo-dynamics that can occur.

unstable nature of Fe(CO)4 along with a strong MLCT band

metal

of

experimental

carbonyls

techniques,

photochemistry.

Such

theoretical

computational

Coupled cluster response theory has emerged as an

between 4.300 and 5.573 eV. This band overlaps with one in the

outstanding

spectra of Fe(CO)5 suggesting that full fragmentation could

states.[25-29] This is due to the systematic treatment of electron

benchmarking

method

for

excited

electronic

proceed by two paths: two-photon excitation leading to

correlation in the reference state, correct to a given order in the

dissociation, or through sequential one-photon absorption events,

fluctuation potential, which then allows the same high level of

the first causing dissociation to and the second initiating further

accuracy for excited state energies and properties through the

fragmentation of the complex.

appropriate response function. For transition metal complexes CC
response theory has many attractive features in that that it treats
excited-state (multi-configurational) mixing very well, it is

Introduction

systematically improvable, and many states can be computed via

Transition metal carbonyls are some of the most intensely
studied organometallic compounds with much attention paid to
their photochemistry.[1, 2] Early work on the photochemical
activity

of

metal

carbonyls

focused

on

their

electronic

spectroscopy[3-5] and dissociative reactivity,[6, 7] however more
recent works have used laser-based pump/probe spectroscopic

the response function which is extremely useful given the very
high density of electronic states). The subject of this study is the
binary carbonyl Fe(CO)5 which makes an excellent benchmarking
organometallic molecule for CC response theory by virtue of a
closed shell ground state and a relatively high symmetry. This
system will add to the few benchmarks available in this area.[20,
30] Furthermore, CC response theory readily allows for non-linear
optical properties such as two-photon absorption,[29] for which

[a]
*

Institute of Chemical Sciences, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh,
EH4 4AS, UK.
Corresponding author

some unassigned experimental data exists for Fe(CO)5.
The electronic spectrum of Fe(CO)5 in the gas phase has
been reported by both Marquez[22] and Kotzian.[31] The UV
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appearance

eV and 6.2 eV and show a common feature of most transition

demonstrated that Fe(CO)4 appears within 20±5 fs, some Fe(CO)

metal carbonyl electronic spectra, namely a broad, featureless

is formed within 100 fs, and total dissociation by 230 fs. They

spectrum with a large density of excited electronic states. We will

proposed a mechanism for CO loss in terms of an Fe(CO)5

briefly review previous computational work looking at the

transition state via a concerted mechanism. Ultrafast electron

electronic spectroscopy and photochemistry. Early INDO/S

diffraction showed that the dissociation is complete in under 10 ps

calculations were used to assign the spectrum and concluded that

showing major products of Fe(CO)2, Fe(CO) and Fe, with no

the spectrum is dominated by metal-to-ligand charge transfer

observed change in their diffraction data beyond 270 ps[9, 36].

(MLCT) transitions. CASSCF methods have been applied to the

Further electron diffraction reports an accurate structure for the

spectroscopy of Fe(CO)5 in Ref. [22] with the vacuum UV

key intermediate Fe(CO)4.[37] It was concluded that Fe(CO)4 is

spectrum (210-110 nm) investigated, including analysis of some

formed in under 200 ps in the singlet 1A1 state as opposed to the

Rydberg states. Two Rydberg series were found between 6.14 -

3

7.66 eV which corresponds to excitation from the 3d shell to 4s,4p

the singlet manifold. This singlet pathway was also argued by

or 4d orbitals. The lowest dipole allowed state they observed was

Trushin[16] who used a UV laser to irradiate Fe(CO)5 at 267 nm

1

'

time

of

various

Fe(CO)x

fragments.

They

B2 state, and that the subsequent reaction path would be that of

of E symmetry with an excitation energy of 3.54 eV. Multi-

coupled to a TOF analysis of photofragments. They proposed a

reference configuration interaction (MR-CI) methods were used to

complex pathway following photoexcitation in which a metal

look at the lowest excited states (below 5.57 eV).[24] They found

ligand charge transfer (MLCT) state is initially populated,

a high density of states in the region between 3.09-5.57 eV but

switching state to a dissociative LF state, and the formation of

1

only three allowed transitions (2 E and 1 A2 ). The allowed

Fe(CO)4 in the 1A1 ground state in under 50 fs. Due to the number

transitions were found to have excitation energies of 3.34 eV (1E'),

of degenerate states they believe a chain of Jahn-Teller induced

1

"

1

'

1

"

'

4.58 eV ( A2 ) and 4.95 eV ( E ). These were believed to be the

conical intersections are present in this process, with further work

states responsible for observed photochemistry from an earlier

showing similar behaviour in other metal carbonyls.[15, 17] The

laser photodissociation study of the fragmentation and molecular

structure of Fe(CO)4 and how it is formed is a hotly debated

dynamics of Fe(CO)5.[32] CASPT2 has been applied by Pierloot

research topic (see for example Ref. [38]).

et al[33] in which they compute ligand-field (LF) and charge

The work highlighted above shows some of the features and

transfer (CT) states of singlet and triplet E' and E" symmetry. They

open-issues related to iron carbonyl photochemistry (these also

observe that the lowest energy singlet ligand field states compare

allying in general to a wide range of metal carbonyls). It is

favourably to the shoulder at 4.3 eV in the experimental

apparent that understanding the nature of states populated and

spectrum[31] and that addition of dynamic correlation has the

how they evolve in the first stage of the photodissociation is key

effect of lowering the excitation energies of the states studied 0.1

to interpreting this process. A common feature of all previous

to 2 eV compared to CASSCF values. This is most notable in the

computation work on Fe(CO)5 excited electronic states is that only

allowed CT state where the difference between in excitation

a limited number of states were calculated, and there were

energy was 1.7 eV.

challenges to treat all states in a balanced manner. Coupled

There have been a number of experimental studies relating

cluster methods have been seeing increasing use in recent years

to Fe(CO)5 reactive photochemistry. In addition to the work in Ref.

in the area of electronic spectroscopy and have been successfully

[34] Seder also looked at the laser photolysis of Fe(CO)5.[35] Both

applied to a range of organic species[21-24] with the closely

studies investigated one-photon absorption using 352 nm, 248

related equation-of-motion CC (EOM-CCSD) method applied to

nm and 193 nm light and exhibit a high degree of fragmentation

the one photon absorption electronic spectrum of Cr(CO)6.[15-19,

from the parent molecule, leading to a sequential fragmentation

39] These methods allow excited states to mix freely at the

mechanism being proposed. With the development of ultrafast (fs)

correlated level, meaning they treat all excited states on an equal

laser experiments new information became available regarding

footing with no need to perform different calculations for different

the photodissociation of Fe(CO)5. Bañares et al [8] were the first

types of excited states.

to report the use of femtosecond laser pulses with two-photon

The present study seeks to apply such correlated many-

pumping at 400 nm and non-resonant ionisation at 800 nm with a

body approaches to both the one- and two-photon absorption of

time-of-flight

(TOF)

mass

spectrometer

to

measure

the
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Figure 1: Trigonal pyramid equilibrium geometry of Fe(CO)5 (D3h symmetry). Bond
lengths in Å. Cartesian axes used to label orbitals.

Fe(CO)5 using a hierarchy of coupled cluster response theory
methods (CCS, CC2, and CCSD). The assignment of the
spectrum is still somewhat controversial, and is not helped by the
poor resolution of the experimental spectrum with its large density
of states. A fuller balanced account of the excited state behaviour
is necessary to aid identification of states which have a role in the

Figure 3: Qualitative molecular orbital diagram of d8 Fe(CO)5 highlighting
dominant orbital transitions in MLCT and LF states.

photochemical process ranging from initial vertical excitation in

CCSD optimised geometries perform well and that any effects

the Franck-Condon region, through ejection of one CO ligand,

caused by differences in geometry should be minimal, a property

including any early time dynamical state switches.[16] It has also

observed in the study of other, similar species. [30, 42, 43] A lack

been shown that absorption of two photons can trigger ultrafast

of accuracy caused by the size or quality of the basis set used

photochemistry in Fe(CO)5.[25] However there may be subtle

should not be present here as a basis set of equivalent size was

differences between the two processes such as the involvement

applied to a similar system elsewhere[19] for the one photon

of different degenerate states and reactive intermediates due to

absorption spectrum of Cr(CO)6 with no negative effects on the

the predicted density of states in the complex. A summary of

quality of the results. Correlation effects are also very high in this

computational details is given at the end of this paper.

complex, evident in the mixed nature of the states presented in
table 1. This shows that highly correlated methods such as QRCCSD are needed to describe the excited states of Fe(CO)5

Results and Discussion

accurately. This tends to be a very common feature in the

The optimised D3h geometry of trigonal bipyramid

spectroscopy of transition metal carbonyl complexes, whereby

Fe(CO)5 is shown in figure 1 agrees favourably with a range of

they contain a large density of excited state in a relatively small

experimental geometries[40, 41] leading to the conclusion that the

spectral range, each of a different chemical character. Within this
selection of states, from the singlet A1ʹ ground state of Fe(CO)5,
electronic dipole transitions are symmetry allowed to states of Eʹ
and A2ʺ symmetry, while transitions to states of other symmetries
are forbidden.
Figure 2 shows the calculated one-photon absorption
spectrum of Fe(CO)5 using linear response CCSD (experimental
spectra can be found within references 22 and 31), with the
excitation energies and oscillator strengths shown in table 1, with
each of the principle transitions reported possessing a weight of
over 50%. The lowest excited state is a near-dark LF state of 1E´

Figure 2: LR-CCSD one-photon absorption spectra of d8 Fe(CO)5; bright states
corresponding to each spectral feature shown as sticks; inlaid boxes show the hole
(bottom) to particle (top) transitions for 1A2” (green), 3E’ (red), and 2A2” (blue)
states..

symmetry at 4.409 eV. This compares with 3.55 eV in the previous
CASSCF CCI work. We state here that this state is “near-dark”
due to a very low oscillator strength, formally
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noted as 0.0000 in table 1, when it is actually 0.0000065, leading
different CC response methods in the hierarchy for both one- and

Table 1: LR-CCSD excited singlet states for Fe(CO)5.
State
Character
Excitation
Energy (eV)

two-photon absorption. As can be seen in both tables 2 & 3, while

1E’

LF (3𝑑"# ‡ ® 3dz2) /
(3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® 3dz2)

4.409

0.0000

1A1”

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® eq π*)
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® eq π*)

4.614

0.0000

1E”

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® eq π*)
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® eq π*)

4.775

0.0000

1A2’

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® ax π*‡‡)
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® ax π*‡‡)

5.089

0.0000

2E’

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® ax π*‡‡)
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® ax π*‡‡)

5.126

0.0000

1A2”

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® eq π*)
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® eq π*)

5.172

0.0696

2E”

LF (3𝑑&' ® 3dz2) /
(3𝑑(' ® 3dz2)

5.274

0.0000

3E”

MLCT (3𝑑&' ® eq π*) /
(3𝑑(' ® eq π*)

5.302

0.0000

3E’

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® eq π*)
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® eq π*)

5.636

0.0862

2A2’

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® eq π*)
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® eq π*)

5.648

0.0000

4E’

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® eq π*‡‡)
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® eq π*‡‡)

5.858

0.0375

5E’

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® s-Ryd)

5.958

0.0790

1A1’

MLCT (3𝑑&' ® ax π* ) /
(3𝑑(' ® ax π*‡‡)

6.033

0.0000

3A2’

MLCT (3𝑑&' ® ax π*‡‡) /
(3𝑑(' ® ax π*‡‡)

6.219

0.0000

2A1”

MLCT (3𝑑&' ® ax π*‡‡) /
(3𝑑(' ® ax π*‡‡)

6.274

0.0000

4E”

MLCT (3𝑑&' ® ax π*‡‡) /
(3𝑑(' ® ax π*‡‡)

6.318

0.0000

6E’

MLCT (3𝑑&' ® ax π*‡‡) /
(3𝑑(' ® ax π*‡‡)

6.424

0.0482

2A2”

MLCT (3𝑑&' ® ax π*‡‡) /
(3𝑑(' ® ax π*‡‡)

6.768

0.3568

2A1”

6.804

0.0000

charge transfer character and could be assigned to the 3E´, 4E´,

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® eq/ax π*)
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® eq/ax π*)

5E”

MLCT (3𝑑&' ® eq π*)

6.808

0.0000

and 5E’ states which are all allowed and have associated

3A1”

MLCT (3𝑑&' ® eq π*‡‡) /
(3𝑑(' ® eq π*‡‡)

6.878

0.0000

7E’

MLCT (3𝑑(' ® ax π*‡‡) /
(3𝑑(' ® p-Ryd)

6.968

0.2821

6E”

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® eq/ax π*)
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® eq/ax π*)

7.001

0.0000

2A1’

MLCT (3𝑑"# ‡ ® d-Ryd
(valence mixed))
/ (3𝑑"$ %#$ ‡ ® p-Ryd)

7.152

0.0000

3A2”

MLCT (3𝑑&' ® eq π*‡‡) /
(3𝑑(' ® eq π*‡‡)

7.169

0.0266

CCS and CCSD methodologies show, in general, a good
agreement in the ordering of states, there are errors >1eV in
excitation energy. CC2 however shows serious errors regarding
both energetics, relative state-ordering, and transition moments
(bright vs dark states, e.g. 3E’ and 1A1’ in table 2). This has been
observed previously for CC2 in certain transition metal
compounds, including TiO2,[43] Ni(CO)4,[42] and MnO4- [30]. This
problem, sometimes observed for CC2, for transition metal
systems has been attributed to the large T1 amplitudes which are
used as similarity transform operators to ensure that the singles
are treated at zeroth order both with and without the external field
perturbation.[30, 44]
Figure 3 shows a qualitative molecular orbital (MO)
diagram of Fe(CO)5 at a trigonal bipyramid geometry (D3h
symmetry).

This

highlights

the

dominant

single-electron

transitions from the highest occupied d-orbitals to the dz2 leading
to LF states, and a very large number of MLCT transitions to the
many low-lying localised π* ligand orbitals (formed as symmetry
adapted linear combinations of CO pπ orbitals). It should be noted
however that the D3h symmetry allows some mixing between pand d-orbitals in the degenerate irreducible representations
(irreps) so the orbitals do not have entirely pure character.
There are three metal centred ligand field states that
could correspond to the first shoulders of the experimental
spectrum which includes the 1A2” state, an MLCT state which is
an allowed state and has an associated oscillator strength along
with the 3E’ and 2A2” states which are not symmetry allowed. The
next experimental band (medium intensity) is believed to be of

oscillator strengths given in table 1, with the 5E’ state showing sRydberg character. The last feature of the experimental spectrum
is the intense band at 6.19 eV and is again believed to be due to
charge transfer states with the 2A2” state in this region showing a
large oscillator strength at LR-CCSD levels of theory. There are
two further Rydberg-type transitions in the 7E’ and 2A1’ states at
6.968 eV and 7.152 eV. Identification of these Rydberg states
show agreement with the first Rydberg band observed in ref [22],
corresponding to transitions from the 3d to 4s (5E’), 4p (7E’), and
4d (2A1’) orbitals, with the second predicted Rydberg band laying
just outside of our energetic cut off between 7.94 and 8.90 eV. In

‡‡

Oscillator
Strength (au)

‡ indicates an orbital of predominantly d character containing
significant π* mixed character
‡‡ indicates an orbital of predominantly π* character containing
significant d mixed character
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Figure 4: Rigid LR-CCSD scan of Fe(CO)5 excited singlet states as a function of the equatorial Fe-C bond stretch; inlaid are orbital transitions relating to the 1A2” state
(top), 1A2’ state (bottom, left), and 1A1” (bottom, right) states.

between these one-photon allowed states there are a large

intersections involving the 1E´ and 2E´ excited states coupled

number of symmetry forbidden states of both charge transfer and

through e vibrations. These include the symmetric equatorial, and

ligand field character. In previously discussed work of Trushin[16]

symmetric equatorial-axial bends, an asymmetric equatorial-axial

they believe that after excitation at 267 nm an MLCT state is

bend coupled to an equatorial bond stretch, a symmetric

initially populated followed by a process of photodissociation in

equatorial bend coupled to an equatorial bond stretch, as well as

the singlet manifold involving two Jahn-Teller induced conical

a high energy asymmetric equatorial bond stretch, temporarily

Figure 5: Rigid LR-CCSD scan of Fe(CO)5 excited singlet states as a function of the axial Fe-C bond stretch; inlaid are the orbital transitions relating to the 1A2” state
(top), 1E’ state (bottom, left), and 1E” state (bottom, right) states.
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Table 2: Coupled cluster response hierarchy for one-photon excited singlet states of Fe(CO)5.

1E’
1A1”
1E”
1A2’
2E”
2E’
1A2”
3E”
2A2’
3E’
1A1’
2A1’
2A1”
2A2”

LR-CCS
Excitation
Energy
(eV)
4.038
3.847
3.843
3.833
4.199
4.271
4.751
6.409
6.524
6.810
5.697
6.957
5.962
6.278

Oscillator
Strength
(au)
0.0433
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1106
0.1373
0.0000
0.0000
0.0336
0.0000
0.0837
0.0000
0.0593

State
1E’
1A1”
1E”
1A2’
2E”
2E’
1A2”
3E”

LR-CC2
Excitation
Energy
(eV)
3.440
4.237
3.416
3.556
4.161
3.519
3.833
4.177

Oscillator
Strength (au)

State

0.1629
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0052
0.4655
0.0000

1E’
1A1”
1E”
1A2’
2E”
2E’
1A2”
3E”
2A2’
3E’
1A1’
2A1’
2A1”
2A2”

3E’
1A1’

3.731
3.563

0.0844
0.0000

4E’
4E”

4.065
4.186

0.0433
0.0000

LR-CCSD
Excitation
Oscillator
Energy (eV)
Strength (au)
4.362
4.596
4.766
5.071
5.121
5.156
5.158
5.306
5.636
5.640
5.645
5.849
6.261
6.322

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0003
0.0694
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0909
0.0570
0.0000
0.0000

crossing over to the 1A2” state before returning to the repulsive

the second LF state, 2E”, crossing with the 1A2” bright MLCT state

ligand field 1E´ state and proceeding to eject a CO ligand to

at minimal axial stretch (approx. 1.9 Å) and equatorial stretch

produce vibrationally hot Fe(CO)4 in its lowest energy singlet

(approx. 2.0 Å) distances. These stretches result in an axial

state. However also note that the strongly repulsive ligand field

ground state asymptote of 1.860 eV and equatorial ground state

state, which is believed to be the cause of CO ejection, could be

asymptote of 1.139 eV, resulting in the 1E’ state converging to an

higher in energy but the result of the process would remain

energy gap of 1.7457 and 1.7780 eV for the axial and equatorial

unchanged. We observe that there are indeed higher energy

stretches, respectively. Following dissociation, the ground and

ligand field states in the spectrum which could be responsible for

1E’ states converge to a tetrahedral geometry through bending to

this behaviour, such as the 2E” state at 5.274 eV, along with the

fill in the coordination hole.[14, 44]

predominantly MLCT 1A2” state at 5.172 eV which can be

Our results for the two-photon absorption spectrum of

described as particle-hole transitions where the particle orbitals

Fe(CO)5 are presented in table 3. As already discussed above,

possess significant LF character as observed in the particle

the two-photon absorption spectrum has never been investigated

orbitals in figures 4 & 5 (inlaid; top left), a feature common with

theoretically. Experimentally, two-photon absorption could be

trigonal bipyramidal Fe(CO)5.

interesting as it enables a higher lying excited state could be

These hypothesised crossings agree well with the

probed using two photons of lower energy, as opposed to one

potential energy curves shown in figures 4 & 5 with the lowest

photon of high energy that may be more difficult to produce. Two

energy repulsive, 1E’ state of both axial and equatorial stretching

photon excitation has already been used to trigger the ultrafast

(constructed from the 1A1’ and 1A2’ states in figure 4) as well as

photodissociation of Fe(CO)5 in which the authors excited with

Table 3: Coupled cluster response hierarchy for two-photon excited singlet states of Fe(CO)5. Two-photon absorption transition strength for a pair of linear parallel
polarized photons.
State
1E’
1A1”
1E”
1A2’
2E”
2E’
1A2”
3E”
2A2’
3E’
1A1’
2A1’
2A1”
2A2”

QR-CCS
Excitation
Energy
(eV)
4.040
3.843
3.836
3.821
4.197
4.271
4.767
6.410
6.554
6.838
5.721
6.976
5.965
6.279

dTP (au)

State

1.3051
0.0000
0.2825
0.0000
2.7121
9.6605
0.0000
1.2949
0.0000
48.7147
485.0950
2063.8725
0.0000
0.0000

1E’
1A1”
1E”
1A2’
2E”
2E’
1A2”
3E”

QR-CC2
Excitation
Energy
(eV)
3.609
4.385
3.545
3.749
4.290
3.689
3.977
4.333

dTP (au)

State

QR-CCSD
Excitation
Energy (eV)

180.5155
0.0000
11.3715
0.0000
8.7837
2.6467
0.0000
528.3960

1E’
1A1”
1E”
1A2’
2E”
2E’
1A2”
3E”
2A2’
3E’
1A1’
2A1’
2A1”
2A2”

4.385
4.669
4.842
5.164
5.174
5.220
5.233
5.391
5.731
5.753
5.758
5.939
6.352
6.419

3E’
1A1’

3.910
3.753

226.1020
14.1785

4E’
4E”

4.158
4.368

1.0250
628.4248
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dTP (au)
0.0248
0.0000
1.1727
0.0000
0.8753
1.4881
0.0000
16.2609
0.0000
25.2790
141.7180
17.6226
0.0000
1.2566
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Figure 6: C2V equilibrium geometry of Fe(CO)5;bond lengths in Å; angles in degrees

two 3.1 eV energy photons,[8] a higher (total) energy of excitation

Figure 7: LR-CCSD one-photon absorption spectra of Fe(CO)4.

compared to one photon absorption experiments (4.64 eV).[16]
The two-photon absorption (TPA) electronic spectrum of Fe(CO)5
is rich in spectral detail with many allowed states throughout the

states the spectrum is mostly dominated by MLCT transitions,
also in agreement with the CASSCF/MR-CCI report and
experiment.[31] The values of dTPA in the lower energy part of the

investigated range up to 7.2 eV.
The lowest energy TPA populated excited states are the 1E’
and 1A1” states of LF and MLCT character, respectively. These
compare well with results of Rubner et al [24] but the excitation
energy values are slightly higher (for example, 3.98 eV with
CASSCF compared to 4.409 eV with CCSD). After these two
Table 4: LR-CCSD excited singlet states of Fe(CO)4.

spectrum are quite low until just above 5 eV where states with
larger dTPA appear. The spectrum is dominated by the 1A1¢ MLCT
transition which has a dTPA value of 141 au, with other allowed
transitions having lower, but still significant, dTPA values. The
sheer number of allowed excited states within the investigated
spectral range points towards some promising features of using
two photon absorption techniques on Fe(CO)5. From these

State

Character

Excitation
Energy (eV)

Oscillator
Strength (au)

1B2

LF (3𝑑#) ® ) 41

1.0853

0.0070

MLCT states, all of different character and many of them

1A1

LF (3𝑑) $ ® ) 40

1.6835

0.0122

degenerate. Should a degenerate state be directly populated or

1B1

LF (3𝑑") ® ) 39

1.9584

0.0145

populated through ultrafast internal conversion from a non-

1A2

LF (3𝑑"# ® ) 38

2.5044

0.0000

degenerate state that is close in energy (for example 1A1’ and 3E¢)

2B2

MLCT (3𝑑#) ® π*)

329.61

0.0210

then this could cause Jahn-Teller distortions in the Franck-

2A1

MLCT (3𝑑) $ ® π*)

4.2995

0.0334

Condon region due to the system coupling to some non-totally

2B1

MLCT (3𝑑#) ® π* ‡‡)

4.3937

0.0367

symmetric molecular vibration. The results of the work of the two

2A2

MLCT (3𝑑#) ® π* )
/ (3𝑑) $ ® π* ‡‡)
MLCT (3𝑑#) ® π* ‡‡)
MLCT (3𝑑#) ® π* ‡‡)
MLCT (3𝑑"# ® π*)
/ (3𝑑#) ® π*)

4.4053

0.0000

photon absorption experiment in Ref. [8], in which Fe(CO)5 was

4.6015
4.6939
4.8043

0.1014
0.0237
0.0000

3B1
4B2
4A2

MLCT (3𝑑") ® π*)
MLCT (3𝑑) $ ® π* ‡‡)
MLCT (3𝑑) $ ® π* ‡‡)

4.8123
4.9000
4.9914

0.0087
0.0018
0.0000

4B1

MLCT (3𝑑) $ ® π* ‡‡)
/ LF (3𝑑") ® )

5.0552

0.1093

5A2

MLCT (3𝑑"# ® π*)
/ (3𝑑#) ® π*)

5.1644

0.0000

4A1

MLCT (3𝑑") ® π* ‡‡)
/ (3𝑑) $ ® π* ‡‡)

5.2337

0.0001

5B2

MLCT (3𝑑") ® π* ‡‡)
/ (3𝑑#) ® π* ‡‡)

5.2942

0.0106

6A2

MLCT (3𝑑") ® π* ‡‡)

5.5356

0.0000

conical intersection (T ⊗ t ⊕ e type) Fe(CO)4 in principle will attain

6B2

MLCT (3𝑑") ® π* )

5.5725

0.0094

one of eight equivalent structures of C2v symmetry (see figure

3B2
3A1
3A2

‡‡

‡‡

results, it should be possible to excite Fe(CO)5 into a manifold of

excited at an energy of 6.20 eV are consistent with this and our
calculated TPA . From the magnitude of the transition strengths
in spectrum around the energy of the 2A1¢ MLCT state appears
likely to be the state populated in that experiment, although the
excitation energy value is slightly lower at 5.939 eV. Other states
could be possible that are close in energy to 6.20 eV but with
lower TPA transition strengths, such as the 2A2” MLCT state at
6.419 eV. While excitation to both of these states is possible, it is
clear that both states have MLCT character with slight LF mixed
character.

‡‡ indicates an orbital of predominantly π* character containing significant d mixed
character

After proceeding through a tetrahedral triply-degenerate

6).[14, 44] However given the vibrationally hot nature of the
Fe(CO)4 it could easily pseudo-rotate around the Jahn-Teller
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moat. It may then undergo thermalized dissociation to Fe(CO)3.

absorption of one-photon whereas states of A1¢, E¢ and E¢¢ symmetry are

This intermediate Fe(CO)4 may also undergo a sequential second

allowed after absorption of two-photons. This indicates possible spectral

one-photon absorption and we have calculated the vertical

overlap between one- and two-photon spectra possible through E¢

excited states from the structure shown in figure 6. These are

symmetry states.

presented as model absorption spectrum in figure 7 using the data
sequential excited state absorption may be a route to further
dissociation (at the limits of time-resolved TPA carried out to
date).

Conclusions
We have applied for the first time a correlated coupled cluster
response approach to investigate the one- and two-photon
absorption of Fe(CO)5 leading to dissociative photochemistry.
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